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It   started   in   the   middle   of   the   spooky   cold   night.   The   night   was   cold   as   ice   and   

pitch   black,   no   sounds   could   be   heard.   The   two   sisters   were   sleeping,   dreaming   

of   a   magical   mysterious   world   when   all   of   a   sudden   they   were   awoken   by   an   

enormous   hissing   sound.   Scared   and   curious   they   tiptoed   down   the   stairs   holding   

each   other's   hand   tightly.   They   slowly   opened   the   door,   squeezing   hands   until   

they   turned   as   white   as   clouds,   their   hearts   pounding   loudly.     

The   room   was   filled   with   steam   (almost   like   a   hot   tub   in   the   summer).   The   

steam   hit   their   faces,   stealing   their   breaths,   making   them   cough   and   splutter.   

Eyes   watering   they   see   a   blurry   black   large   train,   the   biggest   train   they've   ever   

seen.   Shocked,   they   slowly   entered   the   room.   The   smoke   quickly   cleared   and   a   

figure   upon   the   deck   of   the   train.   A   man,    whose   face   was   as   green   as   grass,   

wearing   a   tall   pointy   hat   stood   silently   looking   at   both   girls.   “And   who   do   we   

have   here?”asked   the   man.   

  “L   L   L   L   Lucy   and   Molly,”   Lucy   said   nervously.   

  “We   live   in   this   house!”   said   Molly   angrily.     

“Well   my   name's   Tim,   and   this   is   my   circus   train”.   I   am   here   to   take   you   

on   a   journey”   he   explained,   “a   journey   to   impossible   place”.   

“What   is   an   impossible   place?”   Lucy   asked   puzzled.   

“An   impossible   place   is   a   place   only   imagined   in   dreams”   “a   place   where   

anything   is   possible”   

Lucy   and   Molly   stood   there   with   their   eyes   and   mouth   wide   open   with   

excitement,   both   remembering   times   of   play   where   they   had   both   imagined   

lands   of   magic   and   fun.   An   imaginary   land   where   knights   and   princesses   were   

able   to   act   out   tales   of   fantasy   and   daring   crusades.   Wanting   to   know   more   of   

this   world   they   sought   permission   to   join   the   adventure.   

             “May   we   board   the   train   and   join   your   circus?”   the   girls   asked   in   one   

voice.   

“Step   onboard,   find   a   spot   between   the   clowns   and   the   trampoline   folk,   

settle   in   and   we   will   begin   our   departure”   

With   the   wave   of   his   flag   and   a   blow   of   his   whistl,e   the   steam   engine   roared   

into   action,   starting   slowly   pulling   out   of   the   house   moving   slowly   into   the   night.   

  

  


